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 Set specific and measurable goals.

 Set realistic but challenging goals.

 Set both short- and long-term goals. (The

short-term goals should be what get you

to your long-term goal.)

 Focus on performance and process goals

- what you are physically going to do.

 Develop goal commitment. Be ready to

make a change in habits.

 Develop goal achievement strategies.

Plan for challenging situations.

 Get goal feedback and evaluation from

your trainer, coach or peer.

 Set timelines to achieve the goal.

         ou are likely familiar with the benefit of

         having goals in your personal and/or

         professional lives - something to strive

for, something meaningful, and something

you have to put an effort in to attain - but,

have you sat down and created goals with

your athlete?

Your athlete likely has grand ideas of what

they hope to achieve, and having an idea in

mind is a great start. However, putting things

in writing, having a plan, and setting up

milestones to check in and gauge progress

can make a major difference in seeing

results.

We encourage you to sit down with your

athlete, discuss their goals, and help them

create a plan for success. Here are a few tips

we use when working with our clients of all

ages to do just that:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

DID YOU KNOW?
Not only are there are simple steps to

creating goals, but habits related to

following through will substantially increase

your chances of success.
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Self-monitor and

record your

progress.

HABIT 3
Submit your

recordings to a

peer once per

week.

HABIT 1
Write down your

goal in a place that

is visible on a daily

basis.

Eight (8) Private 60-minute
Personal Training Sessions
- 1 session per week
Eight (8) 45-minute Group
Training Sessions - 1
session per week
Weekly In-Home Workout
Program on App
Two (2) Fitness
Assessments   - At 0 and 8
weeks to track progress  


